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Friends Quiz 27

1. How does Gunther tell Phoebe's boyfriend Robert that he keeps coming out of his shorts?

2. What was Central Perk before it was a coffee shop?

3. Who puts in an offer on the house next door to Monica and Chandler?

4. Who walks into Central Perk as Ross explains that Rachel dumped him because he reminded her too
much of somebody?

5. For how much is the cheque that Pete makes out to the boxing ring design?

6. Which two friends briefly become partners in a catering business?

7. Why does Monica dislike Chandler's boss, Doug?

8. What does Monica buy Chandler for their one-year anniversary?

9. Why does Rachel gladly agree to Pheobe setting up Ross with her friend Bonnie?

10. After Rachel helps him pick out a unisex bag, why is Joey's audition unsuccessful?

11. What is Ross' downfall in his attempts to cover up his whitened teeth on his date with Hillary?

12. Who enters the restaurant as Chandler is attempting to propose to Monica?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Put the mouse back in the house
2. A bar
3. Janice
4. Julie
5. $50,000
6. Monica and Pheobe

7. He drunkenly urinated on the ice sculpture at
Monica and Chandler's engagement party

8. Plane tickets to Vegas
9. She thinks Bonnie is bald
10. The casting director thinks he is there to sell the bag
11. Hillary has a black light and his teeth glow in the

dark
12. Richard

Sphinx Phoenix 
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